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Abstract
We report a sign that M(atrix) theory conjecture and the Malda-
cena conjecture for the case of D0-branes are compatible. Furthermore
Maldacena point of view implies a restriction of range of validity in
the DLCQ version of M(atrix) theory. The analysis is based on the
uplift of type IIA supersymetric solution in the Maldacena approach
to eleven dimensions, using a boost as a main tool. The relation is
explored on both, IMF and DLCF versions of M(atrix) theory.
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In the last three years, a multitude of dramatic developments in string the-
ory have appeared as a direct consequence of the so called string dualities.
Between this conjectures a mayor step forward was taken by the M(atrix)
theory proposal of Banks, Fischler, Shenker and Suskind (BFSS) [?]. This
conjecture states that M-theory in the innite momentum frame (IMF) is
equivalent to a U(N) matrix quantum mechanics, in the limit N !1. Also
there is another version due to Susskind [?], that identied the discrete light-
cone frame (DLCF) of M-theory with U(N) matrix quantum mechanics. This
later theory is understood as the low energy limit of the worldvolume the-
ory that describes the dynamics of N D0-branes (The proposal that related
super Yang Mills theory in 10 dimensions reduce to (p+1) dimensions, with
the low energy world volume theory of Dp-branes was done by Witten [?]).
Precisely the D0-branes are the key objects for the above conjecture once
is noted that they represent the only possible candidates with momentum
on the compactied eleven dimension, where we are thinking on type IIA
string theory as the result of a compactication on the eleventh dimension
of M-theory.
A few mouths ago Maldacena formulated a new conjecture [?], relating
the theory of the world volume of N D3-branes for big N , with type IIB
supergravity on the product of ve dimensional Anti-desiter spacetime and
compact manifold, that in the maximal symmetric case is a ve sphere. A
presice recipe for this duality is formulated on [?]. Later on this conjecture
was extend to other values of p (0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 6) [?]. Referent to the p = 0
case, a studie on the conformal structure not explicity showed on this model,
appere recentely, renforcing the conjecture [?].
Although the nature and interpretation of this to conjectures (BFSS and
Maldacena) seems to be in principle dierent, it is clear that both ideas
have an amazing resamblens. Note that the worldvolume theory on the low
energy regime of Dp-branes are invoque, the large limit for N is crucial for
both conjectures, both theories give and M-theory result, and depend heavily
on the BPS character of the Dp-branes.
On this letter we report an interpretation for the relation between both
approach. In doing so, the Maldacena conjecture is set for (p = 0), then
the specic character of the D0-branes as Kaluza-Klein modes is crucial.
Also a verication for the validity of the relation is given by showing that
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Maldacena analysis support the exact limit of IMF of M(atrix) Theory. The
relation with DLCF is more precise and we get a better idea of why these
similarities, as well as a one to one correspondence for any N , between both
approaches.





Following Maldacena [?], we write the exact form of the metric describing
D0-branes on type IIA supergravity in the limit of low energy.
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is the square of the plank length, g
s
is the string coupling constant,
r
s
represents spacelike directions perpendicular to the brane, and g
YM
is
the Yang Mills coupling constant on the eective worldvolume theory of
the brane. The subindex s refers to the ten dimensional nature of these
denitions in the so called string metric, that is where the Ramon-Ramon











































































From the point of view of Maldacena conjecture, the theory on the world
volume on the Do-brane is dual to supergravity on the above solution, when












where the upper bound correspond to the small curvature constraint and the
lower bound to a small eective string coupling.
To have a connection to M-theory theory, we should recover the full eleven
dimension, and somehow represent strong coupling regime.
Let's now uplift this solution of type IIA supergravity to one of eleven
dimension supergravity. This is easy, as by construction Type IIA is the
dimensional reduction of eleven dimensional supergravity (for example see
[?]). Note that for the case of D0-branes we only need to consider the
Einstein-Hilbert term of eleven dimensional supergravity. We use the fol-










































; z 2 (0; 1)
Note that the 2-form obtained after this reduction is indeed the source of RR
eld of the D0-branes. To be able of taking the low energy limit to rich the











therefore after taking the low energy limit (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note that the denition of dx
11
is well behave on the low energy limit taken.
Up to this moment we have only reconstruct the eleven dimensional point
4
of view of the type IIA supergravity solution describing D0-branes. The
eleventh dimension is currently compactied, and the radio of curvature is
very small, as we really are in a ten dimensional \observable supergravity".
On the M(atrix) side, we count with two dierent versions for the conjec-
ture, one related to IMF and the other to DLQF. As these two versions are
not exactly the same, we most consider dierent approach to nd a connec-
tion with the Maldacena conjecture.
The key idea on the forthcoming analysis comes from the simple obser-
vation that the Maldacena conjecture denes a relation between the the-
ory on the worldvolumme of N D0-branes and M/superstring theory on a
given background, while M(atrix) theory denes another relation on the same
worldvolume theory to M-theory on a specic frame, either IMF or DLCF.
Therefore by assuming both conjectures correct, we should get a relation
between M-theory on IMF/DLCF and the uplift metric showed above.
3 DLCF and Type IIA D0-branes Solutions
To make contact with DLQF, we need to related a observer in a frame with a
spacelike compact dimension with another observer in a frame this time with
a lightlike compact direction. Therefore boosting to this new frame should
be analyzed in detail.
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. Therefore the Radio of the eleventh compactied di-











. This metric stands as the
tensor product of two spaces, a sphere of radius U , and at each point of a
given value of U a Lorentzian cylinder. We will consider the above metric
on trajectories of xed value for U , therefore, at a given energy scale for the
worldvolume theory of the D0-branes. The same kind of analysis is consid-
ered when investigate properties of a given metric. Next we consider a boost
along the compactied eleventh dimension, following Seiberg approach [?] to


























































are the usual lightcone coordinates in the boosted frame. As
usual we get the DLCF in the limit of  ! 1.
As a next step, we identify the above M-theory with a new M-theory, on




and plank length 
0
. The relation on the








Using the fact that x
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N counts the numbers of D0-branes, N =

N , therefore we found that
the new M-Theory is not anymore at low energies, because on units of 
0
, in












Note that in the above relation we never were forced to trespass the
constraint on the energy scale U , only in the process of decompactication,
such a violation would occur. Therefore we are ready to say, as a conclusion
of the above analysis that \ the DLQF of M(atrix) theory reproduce only
the M-theory behavior at a given range of energy scale on the worldvolume
theory of N D0-branes, and that the presice scale of energy is dened by
the the inequality of equation 5
Basically we have identied the M(atrix) DLCF version of M-theory with
an uplifted 11D supergravity solution on the Maldacena conjecture, such that
for xed N we have a constraints on the range of values of U .
4 IMF and Type IIA D0-branes Solutions
To make contact with the IMF version we should consider boosting the so-
lution, in the eleventh direction, in the limit of (N;R
s
11
)!1 such that P
11
goes to innity. As in our metric the radius is a function of (N;U) there is



































small when N !1. To obtain the desirable IMF prescription, we are oblige
to go beyond the Maldacena limits. We found that, in order to get, innite
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To obtain the IMF we are force to decompactify the eleventh dimension,
this is translate in a new range of validity for the values of U , so that in the
limit







we recover the full axis of positive values of U i.e. (0;1). Note that we go
onto a non-perturbative hight energy regime, M-theory.
As a summary we have,
 N (in the Matrix theory) measures the momenta in units of 1=R
s
11
 N is proportional to the radius of AdS and also to the String coupling
constant.
The relation then goes at follows: The eleventh dimensional momentum
P
11
is constraint by the geometry, the IMF limit would correspond to a
decompactication of the 11 dimension, therefore from the supergravity point
of view, you are going to a strong coupling, but you can do it in such a way
that curvature is still small, and as a bonus the whole range of possible
energies on the super Yang Mills theory is regain.
5 Digression
It would be very interesting to consider similar analysis for the other values
of p by the use of T-duality on the D-branes solutionos. In particular the case
p = 4 would be of specic importance. The relation between the generalized
superconformal algebra found on D0-branes [?] and the SO(2; 4) algebra of
the AdS
5
should be investigated. This will allow to study duality relations
between correlators by an approach a la Witten.
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